Dear Sir/Madam,

FLAME University is proud to announce the 9th edition Kurukshetra, an intercollegiate
fest for sports, cultural and management events, to be held on the dates of 16th to 19th February,
2017.

FLAME Kurukshetra was first held in 2009 and has, since then, grown from a local
sports festival to make its name as one of the most prestigious student organised sports festivals
in the country. The last edition saw the transition of FLAME Kurukshetra from a sports fest, to a
fest that involved Sports, Culturals and Management. Across the years, over 4000 students from
over 120 colleges around the country took part in the events which culminated in some
mesmerising musical performances by the likes of Indian Ocean, Raghu Dixit, Daira, Voctronica
and Coke Studio, featuring Papon!

It is my distinct honor and pleasure to invite you to the inaugural session of the FLAME
Kurukshetra Model United Nation, to be held on the 28th and the 29th of January, 2017.
In today’s era of globalisation, events half way across the world have direct implications
on us. Hence it has been become exceedingly important to understand what is happening across
the globe. A Model United Nations conference or MUN facilitates such an understanding. It is an
academic competition where students from various backgrounds can learn about international
relations, diplomacy and the United Nations. Additionally an MUN gives delegates a chance to
test their debating skills against the others.

This year FLAME Kurukshetra MUN will be simulating four committees. Each
committee will have agendas that deal with the critical issues of our times. Through the
committee we aim to provide a platform for delegates to understand how contemporary
international politics.
We look forward to the participation of students from your institution in our conference,
and await a chance to welcome them with much enthusiasm.

Sincerely,
Rahul Bhatia
Secretary-General
FKMUN’17
8308997250
rahul.bhatia@flame.edu.in

